
Friday 17 July 2015 

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT 

Communities 

Kenny MacAskill (Edinburgh Eastern) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish 
Government whether its (a) support for and (b) commitment to the Human Rights Act 1998 is 
conditional and, if so, on what. 

 (S4W-26199) 

Alex Neil: I refer the member to motion S4M-11484, of 11 November 2014, moved by Roseanna 
Cunningham on behalf of the Scottish Government and agreed to by members of four out of five of the 
political parties represented in this Parliament. 

The motion makes clear that the Human Rights Act 1998 provides a successful and effective 
implementation in domestic law of rights enumerated in the European Convention on Human Rights. 
As such, it should enjoy the unequivocal backing of all who are committed to upholding human rights, 
democracy and the rule of law. That remains the position of the Scottish Government. 

 

Kenny MacAskill (Edinburgh Eastern) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish 
Government whether it (a) accepts and (b) considers itself bound in (i) law and (ii) spirit by the 
decisions of the European Court of Human Rights. 

 (S4W-26200) 

Alex Neil: As a High Contracting Party to the European Convention on Human Rights, the United 
Kingdom has undertaken to abide by the final judgment of the court in any case to which it is a party. 
That obligation is binding in international law. 

Within the United Kingdom, the devolved administrations have lead responsibility for observing and 
implementing relevant treaty obligations, where these relate to devolved matters. 

As a matter of domestic law, the Scottish Government, in common with other public authorities, must 
not act in a manner that is incompatible with the Convention Rights identified in the Human Rights Act 
1998. In determining whether any particular action is incompatible, the Scottish Courts are required to 
take account of the judgments and other decisions of the European Court of Human Rights. 

 

Murdo Fraser (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the 
Scottish Government what assessment it has made of the cost of removing the seven day waiting 
period for benefits claims in Scotland. 

 (S4W-26222) 

Margaret Burgess: I refer the member to the answer to question S4W-26212 on 7 July 2015. All 
answers to written parliamentary questions are available on the Parliament’s website, the search 
facility for which can be found at:http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx. 

 

Lewis Macdonald (North East Scotland) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government 
which (a) government directorate, (b) agency or (c) public body will have responsibility for planning 
decisions and appeals for the onshore aspects of underground coal gasification projects in Scotland. 

 (S4W-26231) 

Alex Neil: A planning application would be determined by the relevant planning authority. An appeal 
would be considered by the Directorate for Planning and Environmental Appeals. The Scottish 
Ministers have powers available to them to call-in any planning application for their own determination. 

 

Drew Smith (Glasgow) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government whether it will 
introduce measures that will enable local authorities, social workers and the police to apply to courts to 
ensure that any person whom they suspect of trying to take someone abroad for female genital 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28877.aspx


mutilation purposes will be required to surrender their passport and other travel documents with 
immediate effect, in line with UK Government proposals. 

 (S4W-26257) 

Alex Neil: The Scottish Government takes female genital mutilation (FGM) very seriously it is an 
unacceptable and illegal practice, a form of child abuse and violence against women, and a violation 
of the human rights of women and girls. The Scottish Government is firmly committed to working 
together with its partners across public and third sectors to do everything possible to effectively tackle 
and eventually eradicate it. 

In deciding whether or not to introduce new legislative measures, the Scottish Government wants to 
ensure that: 

Any measures will meet the needs of potentially affected communities protection is as robust as it 
can be there is no duplication with existing legislation that can already be used to protect those at risk 
and there are no unintended consequences 

Therefore, to ensure that any new legislative proposals are right for Scotland, the Scottish 
Government is funding community based information gathering with a cross-section of potentially 
affected communities to ascertain their views on these provisions. 

This work will produce a final research summary report by the end of this year and Scottish Ministers 
will take a decision on any prospective provisions based on its findings. 

 

Paul Martin (Glasgow Provan) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government how many 
registered sex offenders have been given tenancies by registered social landlords each year under the 
national accommodation strategy for sex offenders and how many went on to reoffend, also broken 
down by (a) local authority area and (b) parliamentary (i) region and (ii) constituency. 

 (S4W-26261) 

Margaret Burgess: The Scottish Government does not hold this information. 

 

Health and Social Care 

Cameron Buchanan (Lothian) (Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party): To ask the Scottish 
Government whether funding has been provided for NHS Lothian to provide neurorehabilitation to 
children with a congenital disorder. 

 (S4W-26409) 

Jamie Hepburn: In 2015-16, NHS Lothian’s resource budget is £1,230.0 million, an increase of 
3.5% from 2014-15. It is the responsibility of NHS Lothian to use this funding to resource services in 
its area. 

 

Jim Hume (South Scotland) (Scottish Liberal Democrats): To ask the Scottish Government what 
learning disability service models it has identified for delivery in children and adolescent mental health 
services. 

 (S4W-26481) 

Jamie Hepburn: We are funding Glasgow University, in collaboration with the Learning Disabilities 
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (LD CAMHS) Scotland Network to carry out the ‘LD 
CAMHS Models and Outcomes Study’ in order to deliver on this commitment. The study is in progress 
and it is anticipated that it will complete in April 2016. 

So far the study has collected information systematically on the structure and staffing profile of 
services in all health board areas in Scotland. The study is now building on these findings by focusing 
on Intensive Treatment Service (ITS) models. ITS services across the UK have agreed to provide 
information on service specifications, multi-agency partnership working and service outcomes. These 
models are being systematically examined to inform prototype services for children and young people 
with learning disabilities. This part of the work will be completed by December 2015 and the 



information used to set out different prototypes for ITS services which will be shared with health 
boards and LD CAMHS services in Scotland. 

 

Jim Hume (South Scotland) (Scottish Liberal Democrats): To ask the Scottish Government how 
many hospital readmissions there have been with an eating disorder as the primary reason in each 
year since 2012, broken down by (a) age and (b) gender. 

 (S4W-26534) 

Jamie Hepburn: The number of hospital readmissions for eating disorders in 2012-13 and 2013-14 
is presented by age group in the following table. Presenting a breakdown by gender is not possible 
due to small numbers and to minimise the potential to identify individuals. 

Table: The number of patients readmitted
1,2

 to acute (SMR01) or psychiatric (SMR04)
3
 hospitals in 

Scotland
4
 with a main diagnosis of eating disorders

5,6
, 2012-13 and 2013-14 by age group

7
. 

Age group 2012-13 2013-14 

under 16 21 20 

16 to 24 21 37 

25 to 44 43 32 

45+ 11 12 

Total 96 101 

Notes 

There is no standard definition of readmissions for eating disorders. For the purposes of this analysis, 
a readmission has been defined as a discharge from an acute or psychiatric hospital in the specified 
year, following a similar discharge for eating disorders in any of the preceding 10 years (2003-04 to 
2012-13 for readmissions in 2012-13; 2004-05 to 2013-14 for readmissions in 2013-14). The 
readmission figure for 2012-13 is calculated separately to the readmission figure for 2013-14, and as a 
result a patient counted in 2012-13 may also be counted in 2013-14. If a patient had more than one 
readmission in the specified year then they are only counted once in that year. 2013-14 is the most 
recent year available. Source: ISD Scotland. 

The analysis is based on continuous inpatient stays (CISs) rather than episodes. Any one CIS can 
comprise multiple episodes and so if the analysis were based on episodes, the number of 
readmissions would appear artificially high. A patient has to have had more than one CIS for the 
second to be counted as a readmission. 

Acute inpatient and day case activity is recorded in Scottish morbidity record 01 (SMR01); 
psychiatric inpatient and day case activity is recorded in Scottish morbidity record 04 (SMR04). 
SMR01 and SMR04 are linked to allow patient based analysis across the two datasets. If a patient has 
one episode in SMR01 and one in SMR04 then the second will be counted as a readmission. If a 
patient has a CIS that crosses from SMR01 into SMR04 then these have been counted as 2 separate 
CISs. Includes all patients treated in Scottish hospitals. 

The SMR01 and SMR04 datasets have space to record a main discharge diagnosis and up to 5 
secondary discharge diagnoses. This analysis looks at the main diagnosis position only. 

Eating disorders are identified by ICD-10 code F50. For SMR04 records, diagnoses can be recorded 
on both admission and discharge. For this analysis, only diagnosis on discharge has been used. Age 
is the age on admission for the latest episode in the specified year (2012-13 or 2013-14). 

 

Jim Hume (South Scotland) (Scottish Liberal Democrats): To ask the Scottish Government how 
many deaths have occurred in 2015 as a result of eating disorders, broken down by (a) age and (b) 
gender. 

 (S4W-26536) 

Jamie Hepburn: Information for 2015 is not available. Data is complex, and relatively few deaths 
are currently recorded as primarily from eating disorders, with the primary cause of death more likely 
to be recorded as organ failure and in some cases may be suicide. 



From 13 May 2015 national legislation introduced a new independent system of scrutiny of Medical 
Certificates of Cause of Death (MCCDs), delivered by independent medical reviewers within 
Healthcare Improvement Scotland. 

Medical reviewers will review a random sample of MCCDs provided by National Records of 
Scotland, for accuracy, and work collaboratively with the medical profession to improve standards in 
the completion of the MCCD in line with guidance provided by the Chief Medical Officer. It is likely that 
these new arrangements will lead to the more accurate recording of deaths from eating disorders in 
future. 

Learning and Justice 

Richard Lyle (Central Scotland) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government what 
the average cost is of delivering one hour of childcare in a (a) state and (b) private nursery. 

 (S4W-26230) 

Fiona McLeod: The Scottish Local Government Financial Statistics published each February set out 
final outturn gross revenue expenditure by Scottish local authorities on preschool education. The latest 
publication covers gross revenue expenditure for the financial year 2013-14 and is available at the 
following link: http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2015/02/3131. 

This expenditure includes spend on the statutory free preschool entitlement, along with some non-
statutory provision of early learning and childcare and spend on free and subsidised school meals in 
preschool settings. The breakdowns in this publication do not distinguish spend on local authority 
provision from spend on partner provider provision. 

 

Drew Smith (Glasgow) (Scottish Labour): To ask the Scottish Government what information it has 
regarding the number of primary school leavers who are unable to swim. 

 (S4W-26269) 

Jamie Hepburn: This information is not held centrally but may be collected by local education 
authorities. 

Strategy and External Affairs 

Bill Kidd (Glasgow Anniesland) (Scottish National Party): To ask the Scottish Government, 
further to the answer to question S4W-25214 by John Swinney on 2 April 2015, what changes there 
have been in respect of the information provided, and what the total salary cost of employing special 
advisers was in 2014-15. 

 (S4W-26746) 

John Swinney: Special advisers are appointed in accordance with Part 1 of the Constitutional 
Reform and Governance Act 2010 by the First Minister as a special adviser for the purpose of 
providing assistance to the Scottish Ministers. 

The *total costs of the special adviser team of 14 special advisers employed during the financial year 
2014-15 was £952,865. 

With the appointment of Katy Bowman on 13 July 2015, there are currently 14 special advisers. The 
special advisers and their specific responsibilities are as follows: 

Name Role Appointed 

Liz Lloyd Chief of Staff to the First Minister including the co-ordination of the 
Special Adviser team  

Senior Special Adviser on the Constitution 
Responsible for the First Minister’s Strategic programme in Government 

Special Adviser for Culture, Europe and External Affairs (temp) 

30 January 
2012 

Noel Dolan Senior Special Adviser to the First Minister 
FMQs, Policy Advice to the First Minister 

26 May 2011 

Stuart Nicolson Head of Communications  
Senior Political Spokesperson for the First Minister 

26 May 2011 

Colin McAllister Head of Policy and Special Adviser to the Deputy First Minister 
Senior Special Adviser for Finance and for Local Government 

FMQs, Programme for Government 

3 October 
2012 

http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2015/02/3131


Name Role Appointed 

Malcolm 
Fleming 

Senior Special Adviser for Energy, Enterprise and Tourism and for Fair 
Work, Skills and Training 

25 July 2011 

Campbell Gunn Deputy Spokesperson for the First Minister and Communications Adviser 8 July 2013 

Ross 
Ingebrigtsen 

Deputy Spokesperson for the First Minister and Communications Adviser 
Strategic communications planning 

20 January 
2014 

Alexander 
Anderson 

Special Adviser for Infrastructure, Investment and the Cities and for 
Rural Affairs, Food and Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform 

8 October 
2012 

John MacInnes Political and Media Research 
Support for First Minister’s Questions 

Support to Communications Special Advisers 

3 June2011 

Davie 
Hutchison 

Special Adviser for Health, Wellbeing and Sport 
FoI Legislation lead 

8 June 2011 

John 
McFarlane 

Special Adviser for Justice 
Parliamentary Business including liaison with the Parliamentary Group 

26 May 2011 

Jeanette 
Campbell 

Special Adviser for Social Justice, Communities and Pensioners’ Rights 1 April 2015 

Kate Higgins Special Adviser for Education and Lifelong Learning 1 April 2015 

Katy Bowman Support for First Minister and First Minister’s Private Office 
Outreach and stakeholder engagement 

Policy support to Chief of Staff  

13 July 2015 

 

The special adviser pay bands and ranges and the number of special advisers within each pay band 
currently in place are: 

Pay Band Current Pay Range Number of Special Advisers 

1 £39,445 - £52,904 10 

2 £51,041 - £67,709 1 

3 £65,017 - £83,963 3 

3 (premium) £83,549 - £100,942 0 

4 £86,965 - £104,462 0 

*Total costs include salary, Earnings-Related National Insurance Contributions and employer pension 
contributions. 
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